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Abstract. This work studies the relationship between veri�able and
computable answers for reachability problems in rewrite theories with
an underlying membership equational logic. These problems have the
form

(∃x̄)t(x̄)→∗ t′(x̄)

with x̄ some variables, or a conjunction of several of these subgoals. A
calculus that solves this kind of problems working always with normalized

terms and substitutions has been developed. Given a reachability problem
in a rewrite theory, this calculus can compute any normalized answer
that can be checked by rewriting, or one that can be instantiated to that
answer. Special care has been taken in the calculus to keep membership
information attached to each term, to make use of it whenever possible.
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Dedicated to José Meseguer on occasion of his 65th birthday. This paper

is based on work he has been developing during the last 30 years, from

order-sorted algebra to narrowing, going through membership equational

logic, rewriting logic, and much more.

1 Introduction

Rewriting logic is a computational logic that has been around for more than
twenty years [20], whose semantics [6] has a precise mathematical meaning al-
lowing mathematical reasoning for proving properties, providing a �exible frame-
work for the speci�cation of concurrent systems. It turned out that it can express
both concurrent computation and logical deduction, allowing its application in
many areas such as automated deduction, software and hardware speci�cation
and veri�cation, security, etc. [19, 22].

A deductive system is speci�ed in rewriting logic as a rewrite theory R =
(Σ, E , R), with (Σ, E) an underlying equational theory (in this paper we will
consider membership equational logic), where terms are given an algebraic data
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type, allowing us to identify as semantically equal two syntactically di�erent
terms, and R a set of rules that specify how the deductive system can derive
one term from another. Order-sorted, many-sorted, and unsorted theories can be
formulated as special cases of membership equational logic (Mel) theories.

Reachability problems have the form

(∃x̄)t(x̄)→∗ t′(x̄)

with t, t′ terms with variables in x̄, or a conjunction of several of these sub-
goals. They can be solved by model-checking methods for �nite state spaces.
When the initial term t has no variables, i.e. it is a ground term, and under
certain admissibility conditions, rewriting can be used in a breadth-�rst way to
traverse the state space, trying to �nd a suitable matching of t′(x̄) in each tra-
versed node. In the general case where t(x̄) is not a ground term, a technique
known as narrowing [14] that was �rst proposed as a method for solving equa-
tional goals (uni�cation), has been extended to cover also reachability goals [24],
leaving equational goals as a special case. The strength of narrowing can be found
in that it enables us to manage complex concurrent and deductive systems that
cannot be handled by faster, but more limited, specialized methods. Under the
admissibility conditions for rewrite theories, which allow for conditional rules
and equations with extra variables in the conditions under some requirements,
and the assumption of the existence of an E-uni�cation algorithm, we can use
narrowing modulo E to perform symbolic analysis of the possibly in�nite set of
initial states t(x̄) in the state space and determine the actual values of x̄ that
allow us to derive t′(x̄) from t(x̄).

What is most striking is the fact that an E-uni�cation algorithm can itself
make use of narrowing at another level for �nding the solution to its equational
goals. Speci�c E-uni�cation algorithms exist for a small number of equational
theories, but if the equational theory (Σ, E) can be decomposed as E ∪A, where
A is a set of axioms having a uni�cation algorithm, and the equations E can

be turned into a set of rules
−→
E , by orienting them, such that the rewrite theory−→

E = (Σ,A,
−→
E ) is admissible in the above sense, then narrowing can be used

on
−→
E to solve the E-uni�cation goals generated by performing narrowing on R.

For these equational goals the idea of variants of a term has been applied in
recent years to narrowing. A strategy known as folding variant narrowing [13],
which computes a complete set of variants of any term, has been developed by
Escobar, Sasse, and Meseguer, allowing uni�cation modulo a set of unconditional
equations and axioms. The strategy terminates on any input term on those
systems enjoying the �nite variant property, and it is optimally terminating. It
is being used for cryptographic protocol analysis [24], with tools like Maude-
NPA [12], termination algorithms modulo axioms [9], algorithms for checking
con�uence and coherence of rewrite theories modulo axioms [10], and in�nite-
state model checking [4]. Recent development in conditional narrowing have
been made for order-sorted equational theories [7] and also for narrowing with
constraint solvers [26].
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Conditional narrowing without axioms for rewrite theories with an order-
sorted type structure has been thoroughly studied for increasingly complex cat-
egories of term rewriting systems. A wide survey can be found in [25]. The
literature that can be found is scarce when we allow for extra variables in condi-
tions (e.g. [15,16]), conditional narrowing modulo axioms (e.g. [7]), or conditional
narrowing modulo a set of equations(e.g. [5]). Conditional narrowing modulo ax-
ioms forMel theories has not been addressed, to the best of our knowledge, one
of the main reasons being the lack of fast and e�ective uni�cation algorithms
modulo axioms forMel theories. Nonetheless, there are plenty of algebraic data
types, including all types that imply some kind of order between subterms, that
are better expressed inside a Mel theory, so there is a need to give an answer
to these cases. In this paper we focus on conditional narrowing modulo axioms
for rewrite theories with an underlying equational Mel theory.

Our main contribution in this work is the proposal of two narrowing cal-
culi for computing normalized answers to uni�cation and reachability problems
in membership equational logic and membership conditional rewrite theories,
respectively. These calculi normalize all terms before applying any uni�cation
or reachability rule, and only generate normalized instantiations of reachability
terms and intermediate (matching) variables, greatly reducing the state space.
They have been proved sound and weakly complete, i.e., complete with respect
to idempotent normalized answers.

The work is structured as follows: in Section 2 all needed de�nitions and
properties for rewriting and narrowing are introduced. In Section 3 we present a
rewrite theory, that only generates normalized substitutions on matching vari-
ables, for checking normalized solutions to uni�cation problems. Section 4 in-
troduces the narrowing calculus for equational uni�cation. Section 5 introduces
the narrowing calculus for reachability. Section 6 shows the calculi at work. In
Section 7, related work, conclusions, and future lines of investigation for this
work are presented. This paper is a continuation of a previous one [1], where
non-normalized terms were allowed by the calculus.

2 Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with term rewriting and rewriting logic [6]. Rewriting
logic is always parameterized by an underlying equational logic. This work is
focused in membership equational logic [21], an equational logic that generalizes
both many-sorted and order-sorted equational theories and that can also handle
partial functions. There are several language implementations of rewriting logic,
one of them being Maude [8], a language whose underlying logic is membership
equational logic.

2.1 Search tree example

A search tree implementation will be used as running example to explain the
de�nitions in a less abstract way. We review the needed terms, enclosing short-
cuts for the de�nitions between brackets. We have Keys (abbreviated to k)
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a, . . . , f lexicographically ordered, and Values (v) 1, . . . , 9. A pair Key Value

forms a Record (r). A SearchTree (st) can be an EmptyTree (et), which we
call empty, or non-empty, NeSearchTree (nt), containing in this case a Record

at its root and two sub-SearchTrees, left and right. All the Keys in the left
sub-SearchTree must be smaller than the key in the root and all the Keys in
the right sub-SearchTree must be greater than the key in the root. t is the
Boolean (b) result of a valid comparison (<), max and min return the Record on
a NeSearchTree with the highest and lowest Key respectively, and key returns
the Key of a Record. We also have a set of records RecordSet (rs) with none

as identity atom, which are intended to be nondeterministically inserted (ins)
in the SearchTree, hence yielding a NeSearchTree, deleted (del) (we admit
deletion attempts on EmptyTrees), or omitted. Finally, there is a list Path (p),
with nil as identity atom, holding the history - inserted, deleted, or omitted
(i, d, o) - of already processed records. A triple SearchTree, RecordSet, Path
forms a State (s).

2.2 Membership equational logic

Let's take a partially ordered set (S,≤) of sorts, whose connected components
are the equivalence classes corresponding to the least equivalence relation ≡≤
containing ≤.

A membership equational logic (Mel) signature [6] is de�ned by a kind-
complete triple Σ = (K,Ω, S) meaning that:

� K is a set of kinds.
� S is split into aK-kinded family of disjoint sets of sorts Sk, i.e. S =

⋃
k∈K Sk,

such that if si ≤ sj and si ∈ Sk then sj ∈ Sk. We write [si] = k and say
that the kind of si is k, i.e., each connected component of (S,≤) has the
same kind. ≤ is extended so that si ≤ k i� si ∈ Sk, i.e., k is the top sort of
its connected component (we also de�ne [k] = k if k ∈ K for simplicity of
notation).

� Ω = {Σκ̄,κ}(κ̄,κ)∈(K∪S)∗x(K∪S) is an algebraic signature of function sym-
bols, where for each symbol f ∈ Σκ1...κn,κ if n ≥ 1 and at least one of
the subindices is not a kind, then there is another function symbol f ∈
Σ[κ1]...[κn],[κ].

When f ∈ Σε,κ (ε is the empty word), we say that f is a constant with type
(meaning sort or kind) κ. We write f ∈ Σκ instead of f ∈ Σε,κ.

If f ∈ Σκ1...κn,κ, then we display f as f : κ1 . . . κn → κ, and say that f has
arity n. We call this a rank declaration for symbol f . Constant symbols have
only one rank declaration f : → κ (plus the mandatory f : → [κ] if κ is not
a kind). We extend the order ≤ on K ∪ S to (K ∪ S)∗, component-wise. Then
Ω must also satisfy a monotonicity condition: f ∈ Σκ1...κn,κ

⋂
Σκ′1...κ′n,κ′ and

κ1 . . . κn ≤ κ′1 . . . κ′n imply κ ≤ κ′. If f ∈ Σκ1...κn,κ and t1, . . . , tn have type κ1,
. . . , κn respectively, then the term f(t1, . . . , tn) has type κ. If κ ≤ κ′ and the
term t has type κ, then t has also type κ′. This means that a term may have
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several types. In fact, as for every sort s we have that s ≤ [s], if a term has only
one type then it must be a kind.

AMel Σ-algebra A contains a set Ak for each kind k ∈ K, an n-ary function
Af : Aκ1

. . .Aκn
→ Aκ for each function f ∈ Σκ1...κn,κ, and a subset As ⊆

Ak for each sort s ∈ Sk such that if si ≤ sj then Asi ⊆ Asj , and if f ∈
Σκ1...κn,κ

⋂
Σκ′1...κ′n,κ′ and κ1 . . . κn ≤ κ′1 . . . κ

′
n then Af : Aκ1 . . .Aκn → Aκ

equals Af : Aκ′1 . . .Aκ′n → Aκ′ on Aκ1
. . .Aκn

.

In membership equational logic the elements in a sort are well-de�ned, while
the elements in a kind that don't belong to any sort are usually meant to refer
to error or unde�ned elements. Kinds also provide a general way of dealing with
partial functions in equational speci�cations. For instance, in the search tree ex-
ample a NeSearchTree must have its Keys correctly ordered. Otherwise we have
an error term with kind [NeSearchTree] (we haven't de�ned a sort Tree), so
the constructor function for NeSearchTrees becomes total on [NeSearchTree].

We allow mix-�x notation in Ω, where the symbol _ is used to identify the
position of each κi ∈ κ̄. For instance, _<_ : Int Int → Bool is a rank declaration
stating that 5 < 4 is a term with sort Bool . If omitted we assume the usual
functional notation f(κ1, . . . , κn), which is an alternative notation admitted for
all functions. We call X =

⋃
κ∈(K∪S) Xκ,where Xκ = {xiκ} for κ ∈ (K ∪ S), is

a family of pairwise disjoint in�nitely countable sets of variables. If κ is a sort
then xiκ has sort κ (and kind [κ]), otherwise xiκ has kind κ but no sort. The set
of variables is potentially in�nite, but any computation will only require a �nite
number of variables. A term that has no variables in it is said to be ground. A
term where each variable occurs only once is said to be linear (ground terms are
linear).

The sets TΣ,κ, TΣ(X )κ denote, respectively, the set of ground Σ-terms with
sort or kind κ and the set of Σ-terms with sort or kind κ over X . We ambigu-
ously use the notation TΣ to refer to the initial Σ-algebra and as a shortcut for⋃
κ∈(K∪S) TΣ,κ. We also ambiguously use the notation TΣ(X ) to refer to the free

Σ-algebra on X and as a shortcut for
⋃
κ∈(K∪S) TΣ(X )κ. Var(t) ⊆ X denotes

the set of variables in t ∈ TΣ(X ). Σ is assumed to be sensible meaning that if
f ∈ Σκ1...κn,κ, f ∈ Σκ′1...κ′n,κ′ and [κi] = [κ′i] for i = 1, . . . , n then [κ] = [κ′]. We
also assume that Σ has non-empty sorts, i.e., TΣ,s 6= ∅ for all s ∈ S.

In the search tree example we have, omitting the implied kinded de�nition
for each function in Ω, that Σ = (K,Ω, S) is:

K = {[rs], [st], [k], [v], [b], [p], [s]}, S = {r, et, st, nt, k, v, b, rs, p, s},
S[rs] = {r, rs}, S[st] = {et, nt, st}, S[k] = {k}, S[v] = {v}, S[b] = {b},
S[p] = {p}, S[s] = {s},
Ω={{_<_}k k,b, {__}k v,r, {_;_}rs rs,rs, {key}r,k, {_i_,_d_,_o_}p r,p,

{ins}st k v,nt, {del}st k,st, {_|_|_}st rs p,s, {_[_]_}st r st,nt,

{min, max}nt,r, {a, . . . , f}k, {1, . . . , 9}v, {t}b, {empty}et, {none}rs, {nil}p}.
We explain the notation used in Ω: {_[_]_}st r st,nt means that there is a

mix-�x function symbol _[_]_ such that if t1, t3 are terms with sort SearchTree
and t2 is a term with sort Record then t1[t2]t3 is a term with sort NeSearchTree.
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Positions in a term t: as previously said, a term t can be always expressed
in functional notation as f(t1, . . . , tn). Then we can picture t as a tree with root
f and children t1, . . . , tn. We refer to the root position of t as ε and to the
other positions of t as strings of nonzero natural numbers, i1 . . . im, meaning the
position i2 . . . im of ti1 . The set of positions of a term is written Pos(t). The set
of nonvariable positions of a term is written PosΣ(t). t|p is the subtree of t below
position p. t[u]p is the replacement in t of the subterm at position p with a term
u. As an example, if t is f(g(a, b), c), then t|1 is g(a, b), t|12 is b, and t[d]12 is
f(g(a, d), c).

A Mel signature Σ is said to be preregular i� for each n, for every function
symbol f with arity n, and for every κ1 . . . κn ∈ (K∪S)n, if the set Sf containing
all the sorts s′ that appear in rank declarations inΣ of the form f : κ′1 . . . κ

′
n → κ′

such that κi ≤ κ′i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is not empty (so a term f(t1, . . . , tn) where
ti has type κi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n would be a Σ-term), then Sf has a least sort.
Preregularity guarantees that every Σ-term t has a least sort, denoted ls(t),
among all the sorts that t has because of the di�erent rank declarations that can
be applied to t, which is the most accurate classi�cation for t.

A substitution σ : X → TΣ(X ) is a function that matches the identity func-
tion in all X except for a �nite set of variables Y ⊆ X , verifying that for
each variable yκ ∈ Y we have that ls(yκσ) ≤ κ. Substitutions are written as
σ = {y1

κ1
7→t1, . . . , ynκn

7→ tn} where Dom(σ) = {y1
κ1
, . . . , ynκn

} and Ran(σ) =⋃n
i=1 Var(ti). The identity substitution is displayed as id . Substitutions are ho-

momorphically extended to terms in TΣ(X ) (and also to the rest of syntactic
structures introduced along this paper, such as equations, goals, etc.). The re-
striction σ|V of σ to a set of variables V is de�ned as xσ|V = xσ if x ∈ V and
xσ|V = x otherwise. Composition of two substitutions is denoted by σσ′, with
x(σσ′) = (xσ)σ′. If σσ = σ we say that σ is idempotent. For substitutions σ and
σ′ where Dom(σ)∩Dom(σ′)=∅, we denote their union by σ ∪ σ′.

A Σ-equation is an expression of the form t = t′. A Σ-equation t = t′ is said
to be:

� Regular if Var(t) = Var(t′).
� Sort-preserving if for each substitution σ, we have tσ ∈ TΣ(X )κ (κ ∈ K ∪S)

implies t′σ ∈ TΣ(X )κ and vice versa.
� Left (or right) linear if t (resp. t′) is linear.
� Linear if it is both left and right linear.

A set of equations E is said to be regular, or sort-preserving, or (left or right)
linear, if each equation in it is so.

A Mel theory [6] is a pair (Σ, E), where Σ is a Mel signature and E is a
�nite set of (possibly labeled) Mel sentences, either conditional equations or
conditional memberships of the forms:

t = t′ if A1 ∧ . . . ∧An, t : s if A1 ∧ . . . ∧An,

where t = t′ is a Σ-equation, t : s, s ∈ S, is a unary membership predicate
stating that t is a term with sort s, provided that the condition holds, and each
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Ai can be of the form t = t′, t : s or t := t′ (a matching equation). Matching
equations are treated as ordinary Σ-equations. They are a warning that new
extra variables appear in t, imposing a limitation in the syntax of admissible
Mel theories, as we will see. We also admit unconditional sentences in E . xs1 : s2

is an unconditional membership expressing s1 ≤ s2. For each variable xs ∈ Xs,
where s ∈ S, we have that xs : s ∈ E . As an exception, there are two types of
unconditional memberships over kinds, instead of sorts, that are implied by the
Mel signature: if f ∈ Σκ1...κn,k, k ∈ K then f(xκ1

, . . . , xκn
) : k ∈ E ; also for

each variable xκ ∈ Xκ such that [κ] = k, xκ : k ∈ E .
Throughout this paper we will assume that all signatures are preregular and

all their equations and memberships t=t′, t:=t′ and t:s, s ∈ S, satisfy the con-
ditions [ls(t)] = [ls(t′)] and [ls(t)] = [s], that is, they are well-formed.

Given a Mel sentence φ, we denote by E ` φ the fact that φ can be deduced
from E using the rules in Figure 1 [3, 6]; for an equation t = t′, E ` t = t′

is also written t =E t
′. These rules, where the symbol = stands for = or :=

indistinctly, specify a sound and complete calculus. A Mel theory (Σ, E) has
an initial algebra (TΣ/E), whose elements are equivalence classes [t]E ⊆ TΣ of
ground terms identi�ed by the equations in E .

t ∈ TΣ(X )

t = t
Reflexivity

t = t′

t′ = t
Symmetry

t′:s t = t′

t:s
Membership

t1 = t2 t2 = t3
t1 = t3

Transitivity

f ∈ Σk1···kn,k ti = t′i ti, t
′
i∈TΣ(X)ki , 1≤i≤n

f(t1, . . . , tn) = f(t′1, . . . , t
′
n)

Congruence

(A0 if
∧
iAi)∈E σ:X→TΣ(Y ) A1σ . . . Anσ

A0σ
Replacement

Fig. 1. Deduction rules for membership equational logic.

The Mel theory for the search tree example consists of Σ = (K,Ω, S) and
the following set E of Mel sentences, one of them labeled (i1), where the �rst
line of Mel sentences represents the subsort ordering in S. We omit the implicit
subsorts for each kind, and the implicit memberships for each variable and kinded
function. For executability requirements of the theory, that will be later de�ned,
associativity, commutativity, and identity axioms are de�ned over kinds:

xnt : st, xet : st, xr : rs,
(x[rs]; y[rs]); z[rs] = x[rs]; (y[rs]; z[rs]) (associativity),
x[rs]; y[rs] = y[rs];x[rs] (commutativity), x[rs]; none = x[rs] (identity),
empty[xr]empty : nt, empty[xr]rnt : nt if key(xr) < key(min(rnt)) = t,
lnt[xr]empty : nt if key(max(lnt)) < key(xr) = t,
lnt[xr]rnt : nt if key(max(lnt)) < key(xr) = t∧key(xr) < key(min(rnt)) = t,
a < b = t ... a < f = t, b < c = t ... b < f = t ... e < f = t, key(ykzv) = yk,
min(empty[xr]rst) = xr, min(lnt[xr]rnt) = min(lnt),
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max(lst[xr]empty) = xr, max(lnt[xr]rnt) = max(rnt),
ins(empty, yk, zv) = empty[yk, zv]empty,
ins(lst[ykz

′
v]rst, yk, zv) = lst[ykzv]rst,

(i1) ins(lst[xr]rst, yk, zv) = ins(lst, yk, zv)[xr]rst if yk < key(xr) = t,
ins(lst[xr]rst, yk, zv) = lst[xr]ins(rst, yk, zv) if key(xr) < yk = t,
del(empty, yk) = empty, del(empty[ykzv]rst, yk) = rst,
del(lst[ykzv]empty, yk) = lst,
del(lnt[ykzv]rnt, yk) = lnt[min(rnt)]del(rnt, key(min(rnt))),
del(lst[xr]rst, yk) = del(lst, yk)[xr]rst if yk < key(xr) = t,
del(lst[xr]rst, yk) = lst[xr]del(rst, yk) if key(xr) < yk = t.
These axioms correspond to an algebraic speci�cation of search trees similar

to the one found in [8].

2.3 Uni�cation

Given a Mel theory (Σ, E), the E-subsumption preorder �E on TΣ(X )k is de-
�ned by t�E t′ if there is a substitution σ such that t =E t

′σ. For substitutions
σ, ρ and a set of variables V we de�ne σ|V �E ρ|V if there is a substitution η
such that σ|V =E (ρη)|V . Then we say that ρ is more general than σ with respect
to V. When V is not speci�ed, we assume that Dom(ρ) ⊆ Dom(σ) and say that
ρ is more general than σ.

A system of equations F is a conjunction of the form t1 = t′1 ∧ . . . ∧ tn = t′n
where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ti = t′i is a Σ-equation. We de�ne Var(F ) =

⋃
i(Var(ti) ∪

Var(t′i)). An E-uni�er for F is a substitution σ such that tiσ =E t
′
iσ for 1 ≤

i ≤ n. For V = Var(F ) ⊆ W, a set of substitutions CSUWE (F ) is said to be a
complete set of uni�ers modulo E of F away from W if

� each σ ∈ CSUWE (F ) is an E-uni�er of F ;
� for any E-uni�er ρ of F there is a σ ∈ CSUWE (F ) such that ρ|V �E σ|V ;
� for all σ ∈ CSUWE (F ), Dom(σ) ⊆ V and Ran(σ) ∩W = ∅.

An E-uni�cation algorithm is complete if for any given system of equations
it generates a complete set of E-uni�ers, which may not be �nite. A uni�cation
algorithm is said to be �nite and complete if it terminates after generating a
�nite and complete set of solutions.

2.4 Rewriting logic

A rewrite theory R = (Σ, E , R) consists of a Mel theory (Σ, E) together with a
�nite set R of conditional rewrite rules each of which has the form

l→ r if
∧
h

ph = qh ∧
∧
i

ui := vi ∧
∧
j

wj : sj ∧
∧
k

lk → rk,

where l, r, and also each pair lk, rk, are Σ-terms of the same kind, and the
rest of conditions ful�ll the same requirements pointed out for Mel sentences.
We will sometimes write l → r if c as a shortcut. Rewrite rules can also be
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unconditional. Equational and membership conditions are intended to be solved
within the Mel theory (Σ, E), i.e., no rewriting with rules from R is allowed
on those conditions, whereas reachability conditions lk → rk are intended to be
inferred using the deduction rules for rewrite theories below.

Such a rewrite rule speci�es a one-step transition from a state t[lθ]p to the
state t[rθ]p, denoted by t[lθ]p →1

R t[rθ]p, provided the condition holds. The
subterm t|p is called a redex.

In the search tree example, R has as elements the nondeterministic (labeled)
rewrite rules:

(I1) xst | yk zv; vrs | wp → ins(xst, yk, zv) | vrs | wp i yk zv.

(D1) xst | yk zv; vrs | wp → del(xst, yk) | vrs | wp d yk zv.

(O1) xst | yk zv; vrs | wp → xst | vrs | wp o yk zv.

All three rules have the same left term xst | yk zv; vrs | wp, hence the nonde-
terminism of its application. As an example, rule (I1) states that from a State

formed by any SearchTree (xst), a non-empty RecordSet (yk zv; vrs), and any
Path (wp), we can reach the State formed by the NeSearchTree obtained by
inserting the Record yk zv into xst, the RecordSet vrs, and the Path formed
with the function symbol _i_ applied to the Path wp and the Record yk zv.
Recall that as RecordSets are commutative and associative, the Record is also
nondeterministically chosen.

The inference rules for rewrite theories [3,6] in Figure 2 specify a sound and
complete calculus for the system speci�ed by R. We can reach a state v from a
state u, written R ` u→ v, if u→ v can be inferred from R using these rules.

t ∈ TΣ(X )

t→ t
Reflexivity

t1 → t2, t2 → t3
t1 → t3

Transitivity

f ∈ Σk1···kn,k ti → t′i ti, t
′
i ∈ TΣ(X )ki , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

f(t1, . . . , tn)→ f(t′1, . . . , t
′
n)

Congruence

(l→ r if
∧
i

pi = qi ∧
∧
j

wj : sj ∧
∧
k

lk → rk) ∈ R θ : X → TΣ(Y )

E ` piθ = qiθ for all i, E ` wjθ : sj for all j, lkθ → rkθ for all k

lθ → rθ
Replacement

Fig. 2. Deduction rules for rewrite theories.

The relation →1
R/E on TΣ(X ) is =E ◦ →1

R ◦ =E . →1
R/E on TΣ(X ) induces a

relation→1
R/E on TΣ/E(X ), the equivalence relation modulo E , by [t]E →1

R/E [t′]E

i� t →1
R/E t

′. The transitive (resp. transitive and re�exive) closure of →1
R/E is

denoted →+
R/E (resp. →∗R/E).

A rewrite rule l → r if c, is sort-decreasing if for each substitution σ we
have that lσ ∈ TΣ(X )κ (κ ∈ K ∪ S) and cσ is veri�ed implies rσ ∈ TΣ(X )κ.

For any relation →1
R we say that a term t is →R-irreducible (or just R-

irreducible) if there is no term t′ such that t→1
R t
′ and we say that a substitution
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is R-normalized (or normalized if R can be deduced from the context) if xσ is R-
irreducible for all x ∈ Dom(σ). We also say that a term t is strongly R-irreducible
if for every R-normalized substitution σ the term tσ is R-irreducible.

The relation →1
R is terminating if there are no in�nite rewriting sequences

in→1
R. The relation→1

R is con�uent if whenever t→∗Rt′ and t→∗Rt′′, there exists
a term t′′′ such that t′→∗Rt′′′ and t′′→∗Rt′′′. In a con�uent, terminating, sort-
decreasing, membership rewrite theory, for each term t ∈ TΣ(X ), there is a
unique (up to E-equivalence) R/E-irreducible term t′ obtained by rewriting to
canonical form, denoted by t →!

R/E t
′, or t ↓R/E when t′ is not relevant, which

we call canR/E(t).

2.5 Executable rewrite theories

For a rewrite theory R = (Σ, E , R), whether a one step rewrite t→1
R/E t

′ holds
is undecidable in general, because it involves searching a potentially in�nite, and
even non-computable, set [t]E and checking if for any of its elements ti we have
that ti →1

R t′′ and t′′ =E t
′. The approach taken to solve this problem is to

decompose E into a disjoint union E ∪ A, with A a set of equational axioms
(such as associativity, and/or commutativity, and/or identity) and de�ne a new
relation on TΣ(X ) which, under certain assumptions on R, will make t→1

R/E t
′

decidable.

Associated rewrite theory. Any Mel theory (Σ,E ∪A) has a corresponding
rewrite theory RE = (Σ′,A, RE) associated to it [9], that allows us to check
solutions for Mel conditions using rewriting instead of the deduction rules.
Under certain restrictions this will be a �nite process. The associated rewrite
theory is constructed in the following way: we add a new connected component
with sort Truth and a constant tt of this sort to Σ, and for each kind k ∈ K a
function symbol eqk,k : k k → Truth. We will use the symbols →1 and → to
refer to single rewrite steps or full rewriting paths in this rewrite theory. There
are rules eqk,k(xk, xk)→tt in RE for each kind k ∈ K. For each equation or
membership in E

t=t′ if A1 ∧ . . . ∧An t:s if A1 ∧ . . . ∧An,

RE has a conditional rule or membership of the form

t→t′ if A′1 ∧ . . . ∧A′n t:s if A′1 ∧ . . . ∧A′n
where if Ai ≡ ti:si then A′i is ti:si, if Ai ≡ ti:=t

′
i then A′i is t′i→ti, and if

Ai ≡ ti=t′i then A′i is eqki,ki(ti, t
′
i)→tt , where ki = [ls(ti)].

The inference rules for membership rewriting in RE are the ones in Figure 3,
adapted from [9, Fig. 4, p. 71], where the rules are de�ned for context-sensitive
membership rewriting.

De�nition 1 (E,A Rewriting). The relation →1
E,A is de�ned as: t→1

E,A t
′ if

there is a position p ∈ Pos(t), a rule l→ r if
∧
i∈I A

′
i in RE, and a substitution

σ such that t|p =A lσ (A-matching), t′ = t[rσ]p, and for all i ∈ I:
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t1→1t2, t2→t3
t1→t3

Transitivity
t→1t′, t′ : s

t : s
Subject Reduction

t =A t
′

t→t′ Reflexivity
ti→1t′i

f(t1, . . . , ti, . . . , tn)→1f(t1, . . . , t′i, . . . , tn)
Congruence

l→r if A′1 ∧ . . . ∧A′n ∈ RE and t =A lσ
A′1σ . . . A

′
nσ

t→1rσ
Replacement

l : s if A′1 ∧ . . . ∧A′n ∈ RE and t =A lσ
A′1σ . . . A

′
nσ

t : s
Membership

Fig. 3. Inference rules for membership rewriting.

i) If A′i is of the form ti → t′i then there is a term t′′i such that tiσ →∗E,A t′′i =A

t′iσ.
ii) If A′i is of the form ti : si then there is a term t′′i , a conditional membership

u : si if
∧
j∈J B

′
j in RE, and a substitution ρ such that tiσ →∗E,A t′′i ,

t′′i =A uρ, and B
′
jρ satis�es one of these same two conditions for all j ∈ J .

The relation should have been called →1
RE ,A

, but we prefer →1
E,A for sim-

plicity. It is important to point out that after zero or more rewrite steps from tiσ
in →1

E,A we must check for A-equality the resulting term t′′i against t′iσ in case
i, and against uρ in case ii. This corresponds to an application of the re�exivity
inference rule in RE , which allows us to derive a rewrite step from an A-equality
without applying any rewrite rule from RE . The substitutions σ and ρ are dif-
�cult to �nd, but the conditions that we are going to impose on the rewrite
theories, in order to make them executable, will make this task decidable.

De�nition 2 (R,A Rewriting). The relation →1
R,A is de�ned as: t→1

R,A t
′ if

there is a position p ∈ Pos(t), a rule l → r if
∧
i∈I Ai in R, and a substitution

σ such that t|p =A lσ, t
′ = t[rσ]p, and for all i ∈ I:

� if Ai is of the form ti → t′i then there is a term t′′i such that tiσ →∗R,A t′′i =A

t′iσ.
� if Ai is of the form ti : si then there is a term t′′i , a conditional membership
u : si if

∧
j∈J B

′
j in RE, and a substitution ρ such that tiσ →∗E,A t′′i , t′′i =A

uρ, and B′jρ satis�es this same condition or the following one for all j ∈ J .
� else we consider A′i, as in RE, which is of the form ti → t′i. Then there must

be a term t′′i such that tiσ →∗E,A t′′i =A t
′
iσ.

We de�ne: →E,A as →∗E,A ◦ =A; →R,A as →∗R,A ◦ =A; →1
R∪E,A as →1

R,A

∪ →1
E,A; →R∪E,A as →∗R∪E,A ◦ =A.
We have replaced searching in E with matching modulo and rewriting with

→1
E,A. There are some problems with →1

E,A, and also with →1
R,A, that must be

solved to make this approach executable. Consider a rewrite theory R with only
one sort s, and whose only rule is f(a, b)→ c, where f is associative and commu-
tative. The term f(f(a, a), b) is a normal form in →1

R,A, but f(f(a, a), b)→1
R/A
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f(a, c), because f(f(a, a), b) =A f(a, f(a, b)), so the relations are di�erent. This
problem would not happen if R had another rule f(xs, f(a, b)) → f(xs, c) that
could be applied on top of the term f(f(a, a), b) with matching xs 7→ a, modulo
associativity and commutativity, leading to f(f(a, a), b) →1

R,A f(a, c). Rewrite
theories that have these rules, avoiding such problems, are called closed under
A-extensions [23].

A problem that can arise when trying to decide t →∗R t′ in a rewrite theory
is that although →1

R is terminating the proof of a condition may generate a
recursive in�nite check of conditions. This leads us to the notion of operational
termination.

De�nition 3 (Operational Termination of →1
R). The relation →1

R is oper-
ationally terminating if there are no in�nite well-formed proof trees [18].

This notion of operational termination was presented by Lucas, Marché and
Meseguer [17] in an attempt to exclude those conditional term rewriting systems
like the one consisting of the single conditional rule:

a→ b if f(a)→ b

The absence of unconditional rules makes the relation → trivially empty,
hence terminating. Nevertheless, when trying to reduce the term a, most imple-
mentations will loop because of the following in�nite derivation tree:

. . .

a→ b

f(a)→ b

a→ b

The condition of operational termination states that such derivation trees
don't exist. It may be argued that implementations can be enhanced to identify
repeated terms in the derivation tree and block further derivations. This would
not solve the problem. For instance, let's consider a speci�cation of natural
numbers in a Mel theory, which is easy to develop. In this speci�cation we
call the sort for natural numbers Nat, and the successor operation s ∈ ΣNat,Nat.
Now we extend this speci�cation with the declaration of a new sort Inf, with
Inf ≤ Nat, and add the following equations:

xInf : Nat (i .e. Inf ≤ Nat)

s(xNat) : Inf if s(s(xNat)) : Inf

If we try to derive s(yNat) : Inf, we get the following in�nite derivation tree:
. . .

s(s(s(yNat))) : Inf

s(s(yNat)) : Inf

s(yNat) : Inf

Now, implementations usually get stuck here and there are no repeated terms
that they can use to end the in�nite loop. To avoid this problem, we will restrict
ourselves to operationally terminating rewrite theories.
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Another problem with rewrite theories when trying to apply a rule l→ r if c
is the value given to new extra variables in c, i.e., variables appearing in c and
not in l. In order not to have to �guess� these values, which may make a rewrite
theory untractable, rewrite theories must be admissible. We will �rst de�ne de-
terministic and strongly deterministic rewrites theories, which is admissibility
for rewrite theories with no Σ-equations at all, and later extend the de�nition
to cover all rewrite theories.

De�nition 4 (Deterministic Rewrite Theory). Let R = (Σ,A,R) be a
rewrite theory. We call R deterministic i� for each l → r if

∧n
i=1Ai ∈ R,

Ai is of the form ui → vi or ui : s, and for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have
Var(ui) ⊆ Var(l) ∪

⋃i−1
j=1 Var(vj).

In a deterministic rewrite theory, a condition ui → vi in a rule is satis�ed if before
attempting a rewriting step there exists a substitution σ such that ui =A viσ (A-
matching). For executability purposes of rewriting and e�ciency of narrowing we
limit this checking only to normal forms by using strongly deterministic rewrite
theories.

De�nition 5 (Strongly Deterministic Rewrite Theory). A deterministic
rewrite theory R = (Σ,A,R) is called strongly deterministic i� for each l →
r if

∧n
i=1Ai ∈ R, and for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n where Ai is of the form ui → vi, vi

is strongly R,A-irreducible.

As previously said R/E-rewriting may be non-computable. Under certain
conditions we can replace it with R∪E,A-rewriting and A-matching, and make
a rewrite theory executable.

De�nition 6 (Executable Rewrite Theory). A rewrite theory R = (Σ,E ∪
A,R) is executable, and also its underlying Mel theory (Σ,E ∪ A), if Σ is
preregular modulo A; E, A, and R are �nite, and the following conditions hold:

1. E and R are admissible [8] and closed under A-extensions, and →1
E/A and

→1
R/A are operationally terminating. Admissibility is a translation of strong

determinism to Mel theories forcing all matching variables in conditions to
be instantiated by A-matching.

2. The axioms in A are regular, linear, and sort-preserving. Any variable ap-
pearing in an axiom must be a kinded variable. Furthermore, equality modulo
A must be decidable and there must exist a �nite matching algorithm modulo
A producing a �nite number of A-matching substitutions, MatchA(t1, t2) =
{σi}ni=1 meaning that t1 =A t2σi for i = 1, . . . , n, or failing otherwise.

3. The relation →1
E/A is sort-decreasing, terminating, and con�uent (where we

again prefer to use →1
E/A instead of →1

RE/A
).

4. →1
R,A is E-consistent with→1

E,A, i.e., for all t1, t2, t3 we have t1 →1
R,A t2 and

t1 →∗E,A t3 implies that there exist t4, t5 such that t3 →∗E,A t4, t4 →1
R,A t5,

and t2 =E t5. We represent this property by using a diagram with �lled lines
for universal quanti�cation and dotted lines for existential quanti�cation:
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t1
1

R,A
//

∗E,A ��

t2

E
t3

∗
E,A
// t4

1

R,A
// t5

E-consistency of →1
R,A with →1

E,A

Under the above assumptions→1
E,A is strictly coherent, i.e., for all t1, t2, t3 if

t1 →1
E,A t2 and t1 =A t3 then there exists t4 such that t3 →1

E,A t4 and t2 =A t4
[23]. Also →1

R,A is strictly coherent, i.e., for all t1, t2, t3 we have t1 →1
R,A t2 and

t1 =A t3 implies that there exists t4 such that t3 →1
R,A t4 and t2 =A t4.

t1
1

E,A
//

A

t2

A

t3
1

E,A
// t4

(a) strict coherence of →1
E,A

t1
1

R,A
//

A

t2

A

t3
1

R,A
// t4

(b) strict coherence of →1
R,A

Technically, strict coherence means that the weaker relations→1
E,A and→1

R,A

become semantically equivalent to the stronger relations→1
E/A and→1

R/A. Under

these conditions we can implement →1
R/E on terms using →1

R∪E,A.

The following lemma links →1
R/E with →1

E,A and →1
R,A.

Lemma 1. Let R = (Σ, E , R) be an executable rewrite theory, that is, it has
all the properties above. Then t1 →1

R/E t2 if and only if t1↓ →1
R,A t3 for some

t3 =E t2, which can be veri�ed by checking t3↓ =A t2↓.

Lemma 2. The rewrite theory RE = (Σ′, A,RE) associated to any executable
Mel theory (Σ,E ∪A) is strongly deterministic.

The rewrite theory for the search tree example is executable if we decom-
pose E in the following way: the set A contains the associative, commutative,
and identity equations in E ; the set E contains the rest of equations and all
memberships in E .

2.6 Reachability goals

Given a rewrite theory R = (Σ, E , R), a reachability goal G is a conjunction of
the form t1 →∗ t′1 ∧ . . . ∧ tn →∗ t′n where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ti, t

′
i ∈ TΣ(X )κi

for
appropriate κi. We de�ne Var(G) =

⋃
iVar(ti) ∪ Var(t′i). A substitution σ is a

solution of G if tiσ →∗R/E t
′
iσ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If the substitution is idempotent

we also say that the solution is idempotent. We de�ne E(G) to be the system of
equations t1 = t′1 ∧ . . . ∧ tn = t′n. We say σ is a trivial solution of G if it is an
E-uni�er for E(G). We say G is trivial if the identity substitution id is a trivial
solution of G.
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For goals G : t1 →∗ t2 ∧ . . .∧ t2n−1 →∗ t2n and G′ : t′1 →∗ t′2 ∧ . . .∧ t′2n−1 →∗
t′2n we say G =E G

′ if ti =E t
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n. We say G→1

R G
′ if there is an odd

i such that ti →R t′i and for all j 6= i we have tj = t′j . That is, G and G′ di�er
only in one subgoal (ti → ti+1 vs t′i → ti+1), but ti → t′i, so when we rewrite ti
in G to t′i we get G

′. The relation →1
R/E over goals is de�ned as =E ◦ →1

R ◦ =E .

Systems of equations in (Σ,E ∪ A) with form G ≡
∧m
i=1(ti = t′i), with

[ls(ti)] = ki, become reachability goals inRE of the form
∧m
i=1(eqki,ki(ti, t

′
i)→tt).

Using RE we can verify whether a substitution σ is a solution of G by checking
eqki,ki(tiσ, t

′
iσ)→tt for i = 1, . . . ,m. We will extend our notion of system of

equations to include well-formed sentences
∧n
j=1 tj : κj , i.e. with κj ∈ (S∪K) and

[ls(tj)] = [κj ] for j = 1, . . . , n, equivalent to an equation tj = xκj
with xκj

a fresh
variable, which become reachability goals of the same form. Then σ is a solution
of G if tjσ : κj is derivable in RE for j = 1, . . . , n, and eqki,ki(tiσ, t

′
iσ)→tt for

i = 1, . . . ,m.

2.7 Narrowing

Let t be a Σ-term and W be a set of variables such that Var(t) ⊆ W. The
R,A-narrowing relation on TΣ(X ) is de�ned as follows: t p,σ,R,A t

′ if there is a
non-variable position p ∈ PosΣ(t), a rule l→ r if c ∈ R, properly renamed, such

that Var(l) ∩W = ∅, and a uni�er σ′ ∈ CSUW
′

A (t|p = l) for W ′ = W ∪ Var(l),
such that σ = σ′σ′′ for some σ′′, t′ = (t[r]p)σ and cσ′′ holds. Similarly E,A-
narrowing and R ∪ E,A-narrowing relations are de�ned.

The substitution σ′′ appears because the use of conditional rules usually
forces the recursive resolution of cσ′ with narrowing, returning some σ′′ as solu-
tion. Then σ = σ′σ′′ is the desired substitution such that t p,σ,R,A t

′.

Example 1. Consider a rewrite theory R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R), where S = {s},
Ω = {{a, b, c}s, {f, g}ss,s}, with A = E = ∅, and R = {g(b, c) → c, f(a, zs) →
b if g(b, zs)→ c}.

If we try to narrow the term f(xs, ys) with rule f(a, zs) → b if g(b, zs) → c
and uni�er σ′ = {xs 7→ a, ys 7→ ws, zs 7→ ws} we have to prove the condition
g(b, ws) → c, which can be narrowed with rule g(b, c) → c and substitution
σ′′ = {ws 7→ c}, so g(b, zs) σ′′,R,A c. Then, by composition of the substitutions
σ′ and σ′′, we get σ = {xs 7→ a, ys 7→ c, zs 7→ c} and we have f(xs, ys) σ,R,A b.
As a consequence, that will be later proved, f(xs, ys)σ →1

R,A b.

3 Sentence-normalized rewriting

In this paper we are going to prove properties of our calculus with respect to
R ∪ E,A-normalized solutions. Executable rewrite and Mel theories force us
to check whether there is a match between ui and vi or not before each single
rewriting step for any condition ui →E,A vi or ui →R,A vi. We are going to
restrict ourselves to FPP (Fresh Pattern Property) executable rewrite and Mel
theories [7], meaning that any variable appearing in the left side of a matching
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equation is new. These theories allow us to reduce every term to normal form
before each narrowing step in a safe way.

When we check whether some substitution γ is a solution of a reachabil-
ity goal G we can assume that Gγ is a ground term. If Var(Gγ) 6= ∅ we can
extend the signature Σ′ in a way that all these variables become constants in
the extended signature. By doing so, the only variables that will appear at any
rewriting step will be matching variables.

We are going to incrementally construct the substitution used in the re-
placement and membership rules on FPP executable Mel theories. From now
on we will write ↓ instead of ↓E,A. If the ground term t matches l using σ0

(t =A lσ0), then lσ0 is a ground term and σ0 is a ground substitution. If Ai
has no matching variables then σi = id . If Ai ≡ t′i→ti has matching vari-

ables, then Dom(
⋃i−1
j=0 σj) ∩ Var(ti) = ∅ and eqki,ki(ti

⋃i−1
j=0 σj , t

′
i

⋃i−1
j=0 σj) =

eqki,ki(ti, t
′
i

⋃i−1
j=0 σj). Let σi be an A-matching of ti with (t′i

⋃i−1
j=0 σj)↓, that is

tiσi =A (t′i
⋃i−1
j=0 σj)↓, which is a ground term. As we are matching against an

E,A-normalized ground term and ti is strongly irreducible, σi must be ground
E,A-normalized. The only exception is the �rst substitution σ0 which is ground
but may not be E,A-normalized. The extended substitution σ that we need to
apply the replacement rule or the membership rule is σ =

⋃n
i=0 σi, where the

instantiation of all matching variables,
⋃n
i=1 σi, is ground E,A-normalized.

De�nition 7 (Sentence-Normalized Substitution). Given an FPP exe-
cutable Mel theory (Σ,E ∪A), its associated rewrite theory RE = (Σ′,A, RE),
for any conditional sentence, c ≡ l → r if (

∧n
i=1A

′
i) or c ≡ l : s if (

∧n
i=1A

′
i),

and substitution σ, the sentence-normalized substitution σc is de�ned as σc =
σ|Var(l) ∪ σ↓|Mat(c), where Mat(c) is the set of matching variables in c.

Proposition 1. Given an FPP executable Mel theory (Σ,E∪A), its associated
rewrite theory RE = (Σ′,A, RE), and a ground term t ∈ TΣ, if t→1rσ or t : s is
derived with a conditional sentence c ≡ l→r if

∧n
i=1A

′
i or c ≡ l : s if

∧n
i=1A

′
i

and a substitution σ, then t→1rσc or t : s is derivable using the same sentence
c and σc.

We are interested in derivations for reachability goals where we only rewrite
with sentence-normalized substitutions, hence reducing the state space.

De�nition 8 (Sentence-Normalized Rewriting). When we want to imply
that only sentence-normalized substitutions are applied in a rewrite step or a
derivation with →1

E,A, will use the terms sentence-normalized rewriting (SNR)

or SNR-derivable, and write t :N s, t→1
N t
′, or t→N t

′, .

Lemma 3 (Completeness of Sentence-Normalized Rewriting). Given an
FPP executable Mel theory (Σ,E ∪ A) and its associated rewrite theory RE =
(Σ′,A, RE) if eqk(t, t′)→tt , t′→t′′ or t : s, with t′′ a normal form, are derivable in
RE, then eqk(t, t′)→N tt , t′→N t

′′ or t :N s are SNR-derivable in RE respectively.

As a direct consequence we get the following theorem telling us that with
respect to reachability goals the solutions are the same using →1

E,A or →1
N .
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Theorem 1 (Equivalence of SNR for Reachability Goal Solutions).
Given an FPP executable Mel theory (Σ,E ∪A) and its associated rewrite the-
ory RE = (Σ′,A, RE), σ is a solution of

∧m
i=1(eqki,ki(ti, t

′
i)→tt) ∧

∧n
j=1 t

′′
j : sj

if and only if eqki,ki(tiσ, t
′
iσ)→N tt , i = 1, . . . ,m, and t′′j σ :N sj, j = 1, . . . , n,

are SNR-derivable.

Now we prove that conditions and reduced conditions have the same solu-
tions. This result is important because it will allow us to reduce the state space
in our narrowing problems.

Proposition 2. Given an FPP executable Mel theory (Σ,E ∪A) and its asso-
ciated rewrite theory RE = (Σ′,A, RE), for any conditional Mel sentence c ≡
s if

∧n
i=1Ai ∈ E and corresponding rule or membership c′ ≡ s′ if

∧n
i=1A

′
i ∈ RE

if there is a substitution σ such that A′1↓σc, . . . , A′n↓σc are derivable in RE then
A′1σc, . . . , A

′
nσc are SNR-derivable in RE.

Proposition 3. Given an FPP executable Mel theory (Σ,E ∪A) and its asso-
ciated rewrite theory RE = (Σ′,A, RE), for any conditional Mel sentence c ≡
s if

∧n
i=1Ai ∈ E and corresponding rule or membership c′ ≡ s′ if

∧n
i=1A

′
i ∈ RE

if there is a substitution σ such that A′1σc, . . . , A
′
nσc are derivable in RE then

A′1↓σc, . . . , A′n↓σc are SNR-derivable in RE.

As SNR-derivations are derivations, we have proved the most strict properties
in both directions. Again, as reachability goals are a special case of sentence
conditions, we have as a direct consequence of the last two propositions the
desired result.

Lemma 4 (Equivalence of Solutions for Reduced Reachability Goals).
Given an FPP executable Mel theory (Σ,E∪A) and its associated rewrite theory
RE = (Σ′,A, RE), σ is a solution of

∧m
i=1(eqki,ki(ti, t

′
i)→tt) ∧

∧n
j=1 t

′′
j : sj if

and only if it is a solution of
∧m
i=1(eqki,ki(ti, t

′
i)↓→tt) ∧

∧n
j=1 t

′′
j ↓ : sj.

4 Conditional narrowing modulo uni�cation

Narrowing allows us to assign values to variables in such a way that a reacha-
bility goal holds. We implement narrowing using a calculus with the following
properties:

1. The calculus is weakly complete, i.e., for any idempotent E,A-normalized
solution of a reachability goal G, the calculus can compute a more general
answer for G.

2. The calculus is sound, i.e., if the calculus computes an answer σ for a reach-
ability goal G, then σ is a solution of G.

We are going to split the calculus into two parts: the one that solves uni�ca-
tion problems and the one that solves reachability problems.
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4.1 Transformations and calculus rules for uni�cation

We assume that we have an A-uni�cation algorithm that returns a complete set
of uni�ers modulo A (CSUA) for any pair of terms. A uni�cation equation has
the form t : κ = t′ : κ′, as a shorthand for t = t′ ∧ t : κ ∧ t′ : κ′. A uni�cation
goal is a conjunction of uni�cation equations.

First we introduce an extension for the signature of the transformation de-
scribed in Section 2.5 in which we add syntax useful for the calculus, to force
left to right solving of subgoals, and change the rules in RE by turning con-
ditional memberships into conditional rules, adding a new transformation for
matching equations in conditions. Both changes will be useful in the context of
the narrowing calculus.

Transformations of the associated rewrite theory. We associate to any
FPP executableMel theory (Σ,E∪A) another rewrite theory R̃E = (Σ̃,A, R̃E),
where Σ̃ is an extension of Σ′ in RE . We add in Σ̃:

� A function symbol _ ∧_ : [Truth] [Truth]→ [Truth].
� A function symbol eqs,s′ : [s] [s]→ Truth for each pair of sorts s, s′ ∈ S such

that [s] = [s′]
� A function symbol _ : κ : [κ]→ Truth for each κ ∈ (S ∪K).
� For each conditional equation (l = r if

∧n
i=1Ai) or conditional membership

(l : κ if
∧n
i=1Ai) in E, we add to R̃E a conditional rule l→ r if A•1∧ . . .∧A•n

or l : κ → tt if A•1 ∧ . . . ∧ A•n, where each condition has an implicit → tt ,
if Ai ≡ t : s then A•i is t : s, and if Ai ≡ t = t′ or Ai ≡ t := t′ then A•i is
eqk,k(t, t′) with k = [ls(t)].

A uni�cation goal
∧n
i=1(ti:κi = t′i:κ

′
i) has an associated narrowing problem∧n

i=1 eqκi,κ′i
(ti, t

′
i)↓ ∧ tt (with an implicit  tt). The trailing ∧ tt will allow us

to work with a simpler set of calculus rules.

Calculus rules for uni�cation. As we are computing R ∪ E,A-normalized
solutions, one general rule in our calculus is that we only apply a calculus rule
if the composition of all computed substitutions remains E,A-normalized with
respect to all matching variables and R ∪ E,A-normalized with respect to the
variables in the initial reachability problem. Our calculus is de�ned by the fol-
lowing inference rules, where t′ has sort Truth and t′′ has kind [Truth]:

� [t] transitivity
t′ ∧ t′′

t′  1 x[Truth], x[Truth] ∧ t′′

� [n] narrowing
t 1 xk, t

′′

(((c) ∧ t′′)ρθ)↓

where l→ r (if c) ∈ R̃E , θ ∈ CSUA(t = l), ρ={xk 7→ r}
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� [c] congruence
f(t̄) 1 xk, t

′′

ti  1 x′ki , t
′′θ

where ti /∈ X , θ = {xk 7→ f(t1, . . ., ti−1, x
′
ki
, ti+1, . . ., tn)}, ki = [ls(ti)]

� [e] elimination
tt ∧ t′′

t′′

� [u] uni�cation
eqκ,κ′(t1, t2) ∧ t′′

((t1 : κ′′ ∧ t′′)θ)↓

where θ ∈ CSUA(t1 = t2), κ′′ maximal such that κ′′ ≤ κ, κ′′ ≤ κ′

De�nition 9 (Computed Answer). Given a uni�cation goal u and the cor-
responding narrowing problem G, if there is a narrowing path from G to tt ,
G = G0  σ1 G1  σ2 . . . σn tt , where if in the step i we apply the transitivity
rule or the elimination rule then σi = id , and σ = σ1σ2 . . . σn, then we write
G ∗σ tt and call σ|Var(G) a computed answer for u.

Theorem 2. The calculus for uni�cation is sound and weakly complete, i.e.,
complete with respect to E,A-normalized solutions.

5 Reachability by conditional narrowing

In this part of the calculus we de�ne a new type of reachability goal G ≡∧n
i=1 ti:κi ⇒ t′i:κ

′
i, where the κ's are meant to carry sort information throughout

the calculus in order to make use of it. Given an FPP executable rewrite theory
with an underlying FPPMel theory R = (Σ,E∪A,R), we try to �nd an idem-
potent R∪E,A-normalized solution σ (ground or not) such that tiσ →R∪E,A t

′
iσ,

tiσ has type κi and t
′
iσ has type κ′i for all i = 1, . . . , n. Since we need additional

syntax to handle reachability goals, we extend R̃E to R̃ in the following way:

� For each pair κ, κ′ ∈ (S∪K) such that [κ] = [κ′] we add the function symbol
_:κ⇒_:κ′ to Σκκ′,Truth to handle the new reachability goals. As rewrite
theories are not sort-decreasing in general, we need a function symbol for
each pair of types with same kind.

� For each kind k ∈ K we add the function symbol _⇒1_ to Σkk,Truth . This
function symbol is ad hoc overloaded, i.e. the arguments of each overloaded
function symbol have di�erent kind, and stands for an actual narrowing step
performed using the rules in R.

A conditional rewrite rule l → r if
∧
iAi becomes l ⇒ r if

∧
iA
•
i , where

conditions of the form li → ri become li:ki ⇒ ri:ki, with ki = [ls(ti)] and the
rest of conditions are transformed as in the calculus for uni�cation.

We turn the reachability goal G into a narrowing problem G′ ≡
∧
i ti↓:κi ⇒

t′i↓:κ′i ∧ tt  tt . Admissible goals, or simply goals, are now extended to be a
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conjunction of terms t:κ⇒ t′:κ′, t⇒1 t′, t tt , t 1 xk and tt , ending with tt .
As in the calculus for uni�cation we will use t as a shortcut for t tt .

Any reachability subgoal in our calculus of the form t:κ⇒ t′:κ′ is equivalent
to t⇒ t′ ∧ t=xκ ∧ t′=yκ′ (or t⇒ t′ ∧ t:κ∧ t′:κ′). We will solve normalized reach-
ability goals ti↓:κ⇒ t′i↓:κ′, which have the same solutions that the reachability
goals ti:κ ⇒ t′i:κ

′ have, because if tiσ ⇒ t′iσ, as ti =E ti↓ and t′i =E t
′
i↓ then

ti↓σ ⇒ t′i↓σ and vice versa. Also if ti↓σ has type κ, as tiσ →∗ ti↓σ, by subject
reduction tiσ has type κ (and t′iσ has type κ′), and if tiσ has type κ, as → is
sort-decreasing then ti↓σ has type κ (and t′i↓σ has type κ′).

5.1 Calculus rules for reachability

Reachability by conditional narrowing is achieved using the calculus rules pre-
sented in Section 4, extended with the following calculus rules based on the
deduction rules for rewrite theories in Figure 2. It is very important to point out
that we only apply replacement on t|p with substitution θ if the whole term
tθ is E,A-normalized, achieving another reduction in the state space:

� [X] re�exivity
t : κ⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧G′

eqκ,κ′(t, t
′) ∧G′

� [N ] narrowing
t : κ⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧G′

t 1 x[κ], x[κ] : κ⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧G′

where t /∈ X

� [T ] transitivity

t : κ⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧G′

t⇒1 x[κ], x[κ] : [κ]⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧ t : κ ∧G′

where t /∈ X

� [I] imitation

t|p ⇒1 xpkp , t[x
p
kp

]p : [κ]⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧ t : κ ∧G′

tj ⇒1 xpjkpj , t[x
pj
kpj

]pj : [κ]⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧ t : κ ∧G′

where t|p = f(t1, . . . , tn), tj /∈ X , kpj = [ls(tj)], 1 ≤ j ≤ n

� [R] replacement

t|p ⇒1 xpkp , t[x
p
kp

]p : [κ]⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧ t : κ ∧G′

(((c) ∧ t[r]p ⇒ t′ : κ′ ∧ t : κ ∧G′)θ)↓

where l⇒ r (if c) ∈ R̃, θ ∈ CSUA(t|p = l), tθ E,A-normalized

Theorem 3. The calculus for reachability is sound and weakly complete, i.e.,
complete with respect to R ∪ E,A-normalized solutions.
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6 Example

As an example of application of our calculus we use the speci�cation of search
trees in Section 2. We will abbreviate empty to ε, and consider the reachability
goal ε [x1

k y
1
v ] ε | f y2

v ; x2
k 2 | nil : s⇒ (ε [x3

k 2] ε) [c y3
v ] ε | wrs | zp : s, where from

a State composed of a SearchTree with only one Record x1
ky

1
v on the root,

a RecordSet with two Records, f y2
v and x2

k 2 and the nil Path, we want to
reach a State composed of a SearchTree with two Records, x3

k 2 on the left
branch of the root and c y2

v on the root, some RecordSet, wrs, and some Path,
zp. The reachability goal is already normalized, so we only have to add ∧ tt to
get the reachability problem (where we call T1 = (ε [x3

k 2] ε) [c y3
v ] ε |wrs | zp and

T2 = ε [x1
k y

1
v ] ε | f y2

v ; x2
k 2 | nil):

1. ε [x1
k y

1
v ] ε | f y2

v ; x2
k 2 | nil : s⇒ T1 : s ∧ tt  [T ]

The transitivity rule is always needed before a narrowing step.

2. ε [x1
k y

1
v ] ε | f y2

v ; x2
k 2 | nil : s⇒1 x[s], x[s] : [s]⇒ T1 : s ∧ T2 : s ∧ tt  [R],I1

Rule I1 is able to insert the record x2
k 2 thanks to the commutative axiom

on RecordSets. We call P1 = nil i x2
k 2.

3. ins(ε [x1
k y

1
v ] ε, x2

k, 2) | f y2
v | P1 : [s]⇒ T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [N ]

Now the calculus generates a narrowing for uni�cation step.

4. ins(ε [x1
k y

1
v ] ε, x2

k, 2) | f y2
v | P1  1 x4

[s], x
4
[s] : [s]⇒ T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [c]

Congruence chooses the �rst subterm.

5. ins(ε [x1
k y

1
v ] ε, x2

k, 2) 1 x5
[t], x

5
[t] | f y

2
v | P1 : [s]⇒ T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [n],i1

We apply narrowing for uni�cation with conditional rule i1 :

ins(lst[xr]rst, yk, zv) = ins(lst, yk, zv)[xr]rst if yk < key(xr) = t.

6. eq [b],[b](x
2
k < x1

k, t) ∧ (ε [x2
k 2] ε) [x1

k y
1
v ] ε | f y2

v | P1 : [s]⇒ T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [t]

Transitivity generates another narrowing for uni�cation step.

7. eq [b],[b](x
2
k < x1

k, t) 
1 x6

[Truth], x
6
[Truth] ∧ (ε [x2

k 2] ε) [x1
k y

1
v ] ε | f y2

v | P1 : [s]⇒
T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [c]

Congruence chooses the �rst subterm.

8. x2
k < x1

k  
1 x7

[b], eq [b],[b](x
7
[b], t) ∧ (ε [x2

k 2] ε) [x1
k y

1
v ] ε | f y2

v | P1 : [s]⇒
T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [n],b<c=t, {x2

k 7→ b, x1
k 7→ c}

We apply narrowing for uni�cation.

9. tt ∧ (ε [b 2] ε) [c y1
v ] ε | f y2

v | nil i b 2 : [s]⇒ T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [e]

Elimination removes leading tt 's.

10. (ε [b 2] ε) [c y1
v ] ε | f y2

v | nil i b 2 : [s]⇒ T1 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt  [X]

The re�exivity rule turns the reachability problem into a uni�cation one.

11. eq [s],s((ε [b 2] ε) [c y1
v ] ε | f y2

v | nil i b 2, (ε [x3
k 2] ε) [c y3

v ] ε | wrs | zp) ∧ tt ∧ tt

 [u],{x3
k 7→b,y1v 7→y4v ,y2v 7→y5v ,y3v 7→y4v ,wrs 7→f y5v ,zp 7→nil i b 2}

The uni�cation rule solves the problem.
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12. ((ε [b 2] ε) [c y4
v ] ε | f y5

v | nil i b 2 : s ∧ tt ∧ tt)↓ ≡
tt ∧ tt ∧ tt  [e]

13. tt ∧ tt  [e]

14. tt

σ = {x1
k 7→ c, x2

k 7→ b, x3
k 7→ b, y1

v 7→ y4
v , y

2
v 7→ y5

v , y
3
v 7→ y4

v , wrs 7→ f y5
v , zp 7→

nilib2} is the computed answer (substitutions in steps 8 and 11). The calculus
has found for the given reachability goal an instance ε [cy4

v ] ε |fy5
v , b2 |nil : s⇒

(ε [b 2] ε) [c y4
v ] ε | f y5

v | nil i b 2 : s where in the �nal State the SearchTree has
two Records, b 2 and c y4

v , there is still one Record, f y
5
v , left in the RecordSet

to process, and the Path nil i b 2 tells us that the system has chosen to insert
the Record b 2 in the SearchTree when building the computed answer.

7 Related work, conclusions and future work

A classic reference in equational conditional narrowing modulo is the work of
Bockmayr [5]. The topic is addressed here for Church-Rosser equational condi-
tional term rewriting systems with empty axioms, but non-terminating axioms
(like ACU) are not allowed. Non-conditional narrowing modulo order-sorted
equational logics is covered by Meseguer and Thati [24] and it is being used
for cryptographic protocol analysis. Equivalence of R/E and R ∪E,A rewriting
was proved by Viry [27] for unsorted rewrite theories. Membership equational
logic was de�ned by Meseguer [21]. A rewrite system for Mel theories that
allows uni�cation by rewriting is presented by Durán, Lucas et al. [9]. Strate-
gies, which also play a main role in narrowing, have been studied by Antoy,
Echahed, and Hanus [2]. Their needed narrowing strategy, for inductively se-
quential rewrite systems, generates only narrowing steps leading to a computed
answer. Recently Escobar, Sasse, and Meseguer [13] have developed the con-
cepts of variant and folding variant, a narrowing strategy for order-sorted un-
conditional rewrite theories that terminates on those theories having the �nite
variant property. Foundations for order-sorted conditional rewriting have been
published by Meseguer [23]. Cholewa, Escobar, and Meseguer [7] have de�ned a
new hierarchical method, called layered constraint narrowing, to solve narrowing
problems in order-sorted conditional equational theories and given new theoret-
ical results on that matter. Order-sorted conditional narrowing with constraint
solvers has been addressed by Rocha and Meseguer [26].

In this work we have developed narrowing calculi for uni�cation in mem-
bership equational logic and reachability in rewrite theories with an underlying
membership equational logic. The main features in these calculi are that mem-
bership information is taken into account, all terms are normalized after each
calculus step and only normalized instantiations are allowed for reachability
terms and matching variables, greatly reducing the state space. The calculi have
been proved sound and weakly complete.
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Previous work with non-normalized terms and substitutions is available at
http://maude.sip.ucm.es/cnarrowing/, where a strategy for applying the calculi
was shown and implemented using Maude. This new version of the calculi has
not been implemented yet, but we plan to make use of it in our current line of
investigation, that concerns the extension of the calculi to handle constraints and
their connection with external constraint solvers for domains such as �nite do-
mains, integers, Boolean values, etc., that could greatly improve the performance
of any implementation.
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